A Browser-based Multimodal Interaction System
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a system that enables users to have
multimodal interactions (MMI) with an anthropomorphic agent
via a web browser. By using the system, a user can interact simply
by accessing a web site from his/her web browser. A notable
characteristic of the system is that the anthropomorphic agent is
synthesized from a photograph of a real human face. This makes it
possible to construct a web site whose owner’s facial agent speaks
with visitors to the site. This paper describes the structure of the
system and provides a screen shot.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces – Voice I/O.

General Terms
Design.
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Multimodal interaction system, web-based system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many multimodal interaction (MMI) systems have been proposed
[1][2][3]. Although these systems resulted in significant outcomes
regarding such things as system architecture and authoring, not
many are widely used as human-computer interfaces. One reason
for this is complexity of installation, compilation, and so on, to
use the system. To avoid this, we designed a web browser-based
MMI system. The system enables users to interact with an
anthropomorphic agent simply by accessing a web site via a
common web browser. A notable characteristic of the system is
that the agent is synthesized from a photograph of a real human
face. Therefore a web site owner can construct a site in which
his/her facial agent speaks with visitors to the site. In the
following, we outline the structure of the MMI system as well as
provide a screen shot.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
Since a web browser does not have enough computing power, we
divided the system into two components: a server component and
a browser component. Figure 1 shows the structure of the system.
The server component, coded using Java language, is the main
component that controls interaction flow, speech recognition,
speech synthesis, and facial image synthesis. Meanwhile, the
browser component, coded using JavaScript, merely plays a
synthesized facial Flash movie, records speech input, and handles
a web page. These two components communicate with each other using AJAX technology. The speech recognition engine (Julius [4]), the speech synthesis engine (gtalk [5]), the facial image synthesis engine (FSM [6]), and the interaction manager are deliverables from the Japanese research project that developed anthropomorphic spoken dialogue agents (the Galatea Project [7]), and the later ISTC (Interactive Speech Technology Consortium [8][9]).

Here, we explain the flow of interaction. First, the system accepts a user’s inputs. If a user’s input consists of speech, it is recorded by the sound recorder. The browser controller then sends the inputs (speech, pointing, and keyboard) to the session manager on a web server. The speech input is recognized by Julius at the input integrator. After input integration, the inputs are sent to the scenario interpreter. The scenario interpreter manages dialogue flow based on scenario description written in XISL (eXtensible Interaction Scenario Language [10]). System outputs are generated by gtalk and FSM at the agent manager. They are then sent to the web browser through the session manager, and are played on the web browser.

Figure 2 shows a fragment of XISL description and Figure 3 is a screen shot of the system.

3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed a web browser-based MMI system. An advantage of the system is that it can be executed on any type of web browser that can handle JavaScript, Java applets, and Flash. This means that the system can be executed not only on a PC but also on a PDA, smart phone, etc. We believe this characteristic will help boost the use of multimodal interaction systems by the average web user.
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